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Row Labels
12701
12720
12723
12733
12734
12738
12740
12747
12754
12758
12759
12763
12765
12775
12779
12788
12789
13090
Grand Total

Count of 12779
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
7
1
1
4
2
1
2
19
17
8
1
74
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Inseguro: las policías no acatan la ley incluso cuando son ellos quienes deben hacer cumplir la ley
Unsafe: police don't follow the law even when they are the ones to enforce the law
Safe: I'm law abiding and white.
Safe: have guns/trained in military
Safe: volunteer fireman
Unsafe: after my experience
Safe: FALLSBURG BCES has been well protected. The officers are kind and interact well the parents, students and staff.
Safe/Unsafe: Depending on the area of fallsburg I feel both safe and unsafe. in locations where there are lots of camps I feel like jews
community gets more policing and takes away from more rural areas of the town where they may be needed or at least patrol. Favor is usually
given to the jewish community even when they are at fault
Safe: There are derelict/tired/poor places, but they don't exude any hostility that I can perceive.
Unsafe: sex offenders everywhere, limited and lazy police response to complaints. If you really needed help don't call fallsburg
Safe: Well run and responsive PD
Safe/Unsafe: The community and the diverse individuals in it make me feel safe. But corruption, overzealous police in some areas, far-right
rhetoric, and other things add to the questionability of safety.
Safe: I live in a safe area and own security cameras
Unsafe: No faith in police. Also the bail reform is a joke
Safe: Have never had problems, don’t see anything unsafe
Safe: Mostly feel safe, but it kind of depends on where.
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Safe: Have never had an incident
Unsafe: Crime is going up. I have, in the past, called fallsburg police and they were to busy to respond. Not enough police, is what I was told
Safe: Generally, only there during the day, for a specific purpose, so I'm not in a position that holds any threat of danger for me.

Which Hamlet?
All
Davos
Fallsburg
Hurleyville
I went to the station in Railroad Plz or called
4422.
Mountaindale
South fallsburg
Wood
Woodbourne
Woodridge
Grand Total

Count
1
1
3
1
1
1
7
1
3
2
21

Si: con respecto a preocupaciones de salud y seguridad durante esta pandemia.
Yes: regarding health and safety concerns during this pandemic.
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Si No: Detective Simmie Williams por correo electronico
Yes No: Detective Simmie Williams by email
Yes: Chief Williams immediately answered my inquiry, stating reasons and possible time period involved and who I might speak to.
Yes: All
Yes: Officer Rosa is wonderful.
No: Scott McCaffey
Yes: All of the officers who patrol my neighborhood are very friendly
Yes: I felt supported by law enforcement during National night out and other rallies that I have attended in South Fallsburg.
Yes: Don't remember their names. Once was to call and report a dangerous moped, one to report someone who looked like a loose inmate
(green shirt green pants like they wear in DOCCS places),another to report lost property (later brought to RR Plz), latest was to collect a water
sample for my employer (NYS DOH). All conducted themselves in a proper way for law officers.
No: I called the police on 9/30/20 having just been bitten by a dog. I was having trouble operating my cell phone due to being upset and my hand
was bleeding profusely, so I was trying to staunch my wound at the same time. The officer I spoke to seemed to be ridiculing me in my distress.
He said several times "were you bitten by a dog or a duck?" IN the end, he told me to call the dog officer. When I checked back several months
later, having found that the dog was still being let loose , I was told there was no record of my call.and being afraid to walk down the road
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No: Hartman, Pratti, Brooks, Jordy
Yes: I cannot recall the officer's name, but he assisted my mother and in retrieving her belongings after her husband kicked her out
No: Ptr. Fedun
Yes: Requested assist at Food Pantry and the officer was wonderful, compassionate and gentle as well as keeping the situation in control
No: Not officer but whoever answers the phone
No: The desk person was professional but afterward, non police individuals were fully informed about my contact.
Yes: I was involved in the summer event (2019 I think) held at the Park in Fallsburg, sponsored by the police. (Can't remember the name of the
event, but it's. generally every. year.)
Yes: Jordy, Summa
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Yes: with their demeanor
Yes: Scott McCaffy
Yes: described previously
Yes: Tyrants Hartman, Pavase, Pratti, Rosa, Jordy, Brooks, and former Tyrant Dymond
Yes: Fedun
Yes: Too rough treating kids that were misbehaving
Yes: This occurred more than 10years ago so I don't recall the names. My mother, who lived next door to me, died in her own home and I was
the one that discovered her. The police came over as it was an unattended death and a detective was very inappropriate, making suggestions
and innuendos that I was somehow responsible for my mother's death. Needless to say this was a very upsetting experience unnecessarily
added to a somewhat traumatic experience of finding her dead. I did complain a couple of days later to the chief of police and did not fell
listened to.
Yes: Dispatcher
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Yes: tattoos /cap and hoodie
Yes: Fedun
Yes: There's a sense of generalized low respect for women.
Yes: I have personally seen favoritism regarding Hasidic community.
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Non-criminal issue: Response was satisfactory.
Non-criminal issue: I had a collision with a deer on my way to work and Det. Sgt. Pavese responded within minutes. He was professional, polite
and easy to speak with.
Mental health crisis: Came to police/ gave food/ treated with respect
Domestic dispute: Police arrive to the scene (next door neighbors) and my husband was waiting outside to inform them of what he heard and
observed. The police officers were professional and responded appropriately to the situation.
Non-criminal issue: dispute with a neighbor..handled in a satisfactory manner to both parties..no big deal
Non-criminal issue: Dispatch officer explained what they could do (check with the 2 DOCCS facilities, accept the lost property) and could not do
(find the dangerous driver so long after the incident and without a license # or similar).
Mental health crisis Domestic dispute Substance abuse crisis: well. they diffused the situation and prevented it from escalating
Mental health crisis: Very poorly. Matt Robinson threatened violence against someone going through a mental health crisis because they didn’t
want to speak to him. Another incident where a family member undergoing a mental health crisis who was in possession of a large knife and
was threatening violence to himself and others was reported. After a half hour without a response I called back and waste with a piss-poor
attitude by the officer who answered (I wish I could remember his name).
Domestic dispute: With professionalism and sympathy
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Non-criminal issue: A Car hit my car from behind, but Fedun went to the lady who hit me from behind and he new her or the firemen that came
after she hit my car and the patrolman fedun searched my car w/o permission and let the lady go stating I caused the accident when the other
lady went through a red light. I had to pay for dammages on my car. He was innapropiate where I called the chief of police. He gave her an
accident report stating I caused the accident and gave me an amended police report but the insurance wouldn't pay. I Had a witness.
Non-criminal issue: I asked for support on a few fundraisers.
Non-criminal issue: The officers were very helpful and responsive.
Non-criminal issue: I resided in Hurleyville at the time and ran across 2 stray dogs. The sheriff's dept. directed me to the Town of Fallsburg
police to assist the dogs and I. An officer met us, allowed me to get into the police car to get the doggies inside as they trusted me by then and
knew I was trying to keep them safe. I then climbed out of the car window. The officer brought the doggies to their station, took great care of the
dogs (I called to check on them), and they eventually found their owner. I was very grateful for the officer's kindness and the department's
caring attitude toward these pups. This was a great experience!
Mental health crisis Substance abuse crisis: Told me they couldn’t help me
Non-criminal issue: They did not respond
Non-criminal issue: They didn't respond
Domestic dispute: An officer arrived promptly and attempted to be helpful but cannot do much for threats of domestic violence except refer to
Family Court.
Non-criminal issue: Addressed Concern
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Yes: I fall in my house, my wife call police, and they were here in a few minutes
I have not had a personal need I expected the FPD to respond to (emergency call, assistance need).
No: I feel very unsafe while interacting with Fallsburg PD. In the event of an emergency I feel safer calling the State Police directly rather than
taking my chances with some of the erratic Fallsburg officers
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Yes: because they be in here in the minute that call
Yes No: For myself, no. If someone was involved that was not also white/English speaking, yes. Not because of FPD or its officers, but a new
fear of being "judge, jury, and executioner" because of this pervading societal race-based believability gap. This is something I did not think of
before Mr. Floyd's death last year.
Yes: total lack of desire to pursue repeat offenders and usually pick and choose what they wish to enforce even when obvious
Yes: I don't belive they are caring of the community.
Yes: I would call only if the need were dire, otherwise their lack of confidentiality would make me hesitate.
No: Why would I? I'm an older White woman who would not arouse any feelings of challenge or danger in an officer. It's an assumption, but one
borne out by a lifetime of experience.
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Yes: Det. Sgt. Pavese, extremely professional, knowledgable, courteous.
Yes: mentoring the kids
No: I already have trust in teh Fallsburg Police Department's ability to protect and serve the community.
I have the utmost respect for Sgt Kahn and Officer Cassaro and the way in which they conduct themselves while on duty
Yes: My experience has been great.
Yes: I don't know the officer's name that was involved, but he was amazing-this was close to 4 years ago.
No recent contacts, but previous experience of a voiced concern being taken seriously, and also interactions with events like Nights Out.
Yes: The departments constant support at community events (pre-covid) has lead me to feel the deparment has the community's best interest
and safety at heart.
Yes: Their presence at National Night Out has always been positive for the community - especially the K9 officer
Yes: Jordy, Summa
Yes: Chief Williams and the other officers present for the BLM demonstration in South Fallsburg. All officers acted professional, respectfully,
and were willing to stand in support with the community which I have NOT seen at other local demonstrations with other local police
departments. Fallsburg set a positive example that day.
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No need for reform. Cuomo's Exec Order 203 is political pandering to the mob of rioters.
They are doing a great job.
Instead of the postal person giving me the questionnaire they should give this to persons of color
because in my opinion, am not subject to discrimination. I have witnessed and been a part of a
few instances where the police have come to my house when asked and in public settings where
a restaurant called the department because patrons refused to pay. In all instances the
department did the work necessary but i am WHITE. I'm not an addict, I don’t steal, and I have
no mental issues. So I feel I am not the person that should be filling out this questionnaire. I do
believe that there are folks in my community that may have felt differently about their treatment. I
do have faith that the fallsburg Police Dept. will try to do their job, but I'm on the outside and do
not have information about any violations that may occur.
Yes, increase the number of officers to serve and protect our community.
increase the number of police officers
keep up the good work
All get gold star. Best performance.
Need someone the police have to answer to. The captain didn't do anything to help me. Its a club
and they harrass people.
No
I do think having officers of different ethnic backgrounds would be very helpful to the force and
the community.
The federal govt. needs to give local precincts more training resources in the areas of using
force and human rights.
With the influx of people from NYC moving to the area..we are hearing more guns being fired at
all hours of the night and illegal fireworks around our little hamlet. Also, a local bar, Mountaindale
Inn was operating over the summer with no liquor license because they know the police
RARELY police this hamlet.(told by the owner). So I guess I would suggest some policing of our
hamlet a little more often would be nice..not just when there are calls here.
I received feedback a few years ago asking that the police patrol the town more in the evening.
He didn’t feel safe at night and didn’t see police patrolling at night to feel more Safe. The
individual was a gentleman who lives in Davos. He did not share any particular experience of
why he felt unsafe other than the lack of police presence.
being better at not giving favor to Jewish community so much especially when they are in the
wrong.
2 things: About 2 years ago, a CO at Sullivan prison I was talking to mentioned that a FPD officer
died of an overdose on duty. I have no idea if there was any truth to that. I hate to think it was
real, but hate to think that another law officer would make up such a nasty story. Second thing:
There is that PBA memorial outside the police building, which is fraught. Honoring every Officer
that died while protecting life without risking it (that is, took no unneeded risks) is very right. That
the memorial mentions (I forget how) the PBA is a distraction, especially since the NYC PBA
boss tends to run off at the mouth about current union and political disputes. I suggest a
memorial to those sworn Officers, FPD and other, that did all the right things and died anyway.
That seems like a clearer explanation of why being in the profession is such a risk and justly
deserves such commendation, while quietly pointing out that foolish risktaking or dilligaf rule
breaking are not honorable. Thanks for asking us.
I appreciate their service.
Best PD. Ever
Respect the rights of citizens and hold officers accountability for their u lawful and criminal
activity. That includes school resource officers who engage in sexual activity with HS students
Keep up the good work and stay safe
Patrol where needed, where are they? an hour to respond half a mile away from station. too
lenient on small quality of life issues which are later brought to light when it only gets worse.
Having to barricade no parking areas within walking distance from station. with lack of revenue in
the town and taxes going up barricades are easier than just writing tickets. Speeding is common
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everyday through town. The lowlife scum has created their own subculture in town made up of
drug users and sex offenders who find the lack of enforcement in policing and our lack of
enforcement of building codes which create all our slums, quite appealing.
Change to a real hands-on police commissioner, not just a figurehead who loves titles.
More of a presnce in the outlying areas of the town. I live in the area of Divine Corners. I feel that
more of a presence would mitigate speed issues on back roads
none
Be fair. Be accountable for their actions.
They have great leadership with Chief Williams and they operate in a respectful, expeditious and
safe manner.
I think diversity and empathy training needs to be focused on. Different members of he
department feel differently toward others' that are different from themselves--just like any
member of society. Members of the Fallsburg Police Department need to be residents of the
nearby vicinity. The community and police should be an interwoven tapestry.
Compared to other police departments, Fallsburg PD members are professional and treat
community members with respect
I have occasionally passed a Fallsburg PD vehicle on my way to/from home while driving
through the Town of Fallsburg within the last couple of years. I have had no personal experience
with the Fallsburg PD, but I feel all PD's in the area are understaffed, underpaid and under
appreciated.
They are amazing don't change
School resource officer program at both buildings is beneficial. Fire prevention day helps
students see fire fighter heroes... maybe do an equivalent day with law enforcement or first
responders day showing how law enforcement officers are part of the life saving process
including scene safety and beginning life saving cpr and first aid. Creating a response team for
mental health issues and protocols for when/how the team is activated.
More comparison. Don’t blame the victims. They could act like cared and wanted to do their jobs.
Not all of them are that way. But a good majority don’t seem to want to do their job. Seems like
helping is to much for them
Because of the national concerns about policing and communities of color, I think it’s essential
that the Police Department have a community liaison with the communities it serves. I also
believe that training in non-violent approaches and non-discrimination should be ongoing
No
Simi needs to get out of Politics. Officers need to dress professionally. Where are the multilingual officers. Why hire out of the town when candidates are available from within the town?
The police station is neither friendly nor welcoming. The Chief needs to stop covering up officers
wrongdoing (Dillian, Matt) . How does 3/4 of the entire force leave town on an Island vacation to
include the Chief and leave the Town with less than minimal coverage
Chief Williams has been a tremendous asset in the community. FPD should place more
emphasis in supporting people with an opioid addiction
In my mind, Fallsburg Police (and all other local police) need to address the disparities in
treatment of white versus people of color, of well-off versus people struggling with poverty. Of
course, as an older, White, and "respectable-looking" woman, and not in Fallsburg all that much,
I have not personally experienced any bad treatment, but one hears that that does happen. This
is a national problem, and while Fallsburg may not be terrible, surely there is a need to address
the systemic racism and disparities of treatment locally, as well as nationally.
None whatsoever let them do there job god knows it’s a thankless job
No, I do not.
I am on the reform coalition and have already provided my comments for areas of reform.
Sería bueno tener trabajadores sociales con licencia (LCSW) que acompañen a los oficiales a
las llamadas domésticas y de salud traumáticas.
It would be nice to have Licensed Social Workers (LCSW) accompanying officers to
traumatic health and domestic calls.
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